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Netflix Pressured By Rising Competition, 'Fuller House' Ratings Drop
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Internet television network Netflix (NFLX) came under pressure on Friday from rising competition and a report that
suggested ratings for one of its high-profile original shows have taken a tumble.

Netflix stock fell 0.62% to 124.23 on the stock market today. Shares have been forming a cup-with-handle pattern for
over a year, with a buy point of 129.39.

Investors on Friday weighed renewed concerns about competition from the likes of Amazon.com (AMZN) and
Facebook (FB), as well as a report that said second-season ratings for "Fuller House" are down significantly.

On the plus side for the company, RBC Capital Markets on Friday rated Netflix as one of its top internet stock picks for
2017. RBC rates Netflix stock as outperform, with a price target of 150.

IBD'S TAKE: Netflix stock has an IBD Composite Rating of 86, meaning it has outperformed 86% of stocks in key
metrics over the past 12 months. It's made it onto IBD Leaderboard, though it ranks No. 3 in IBD's Leisure-Movies &
Related industry group. To see which company leads the group, visit the IBD Stock Checkup.

RBC analyst Mark Mahaney identified Netflix, Amazon and Facebook as his "top large-cap longs for 2017."

Mahaney says Netflix subscriber additions will match or exceed 2016 levels. With its international expansion largely
complete, Netflix is likely to start ramping up its profitability, he said in a research report.

At the same time, e-commerce giant Amazon will benefit from growth in its cloud computing services and core retail
operations, Mahaney said. And social network Facebook will continue to reap the rewards of its shift to mobile and
rising advertising revenue, he said.

Mahaney rates Amazon stock as outperform with a price target of 950, and Facebook as outperform with a PT of 170.
On Friday, Amazon stock fell a fraction to 757.77, and Facebook also fell a fraction, to 119.81.

Amazon rocked Netflix by taking its Amazon Prime Video streaming service global on Wednesday with aggressive
pricing. Amazon is offering its Prime Video for $2.99 a month for the first six months and $5.99 thereafter in new
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markets. It is available at no additional cost to Amazon Prime members in the dozen or so countries where it offers that
free-shipping subscription program.

Amazon Prime Video is now available in more than 200 countries. Netflix is available in over 190 countries. Netflix
streaming video service starts at $7.99.

Like Netflix, Amazon has been increasing its production of original TV series, such as "The Grand Tour," "The Man in
the High Castle" and "Mozart in the Jungle."

Some Netflix shows have been hits with viewers such as "Stranger Things" and "Gilmore Girls: A Year in the Life,"
based on social media buzz. Others haven't caught on. The Hollywood Reporter said Tuesday that Netflix canceled its
expensive historical drama "Marco Polo" after two seasons. It is the first Netflix original scripted series to not be
renewed for a third season.

'Fuller House' Said Getting Emptier

Meanwhile, data from Symphony Advanced Media indicates season-two ratings for Netflix comedy "Fuller House"
have fallen 67% from its first season, Business Insider reported Friday.

Netflix does not reveal ratings for its shows and has previously called Symphony data "remarkably inaccurate."

Facebook also is looking to get into the video game by funding scripted and unscripted video content, according to
Recode. Facebook is starting to talk to TV studios and other video producers about licensing shows, the publication
said.
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